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Reflections on PITTCON

PITTCON 2003 provided for a number of pleasant
surprises, including one of the busiest PIKE booth
exhibits ever.  It was our 12th year in a row
participating in the Pittsburgh Conference and
perhaps it was our biggest.  With expectations
for attendance low, the 22,628 attendees came
to Orlando with serious work on their minds.
Although a bit lower than Pittcon 2002’s
attendance of 23,319, the activity from visitors
that stopped by our booth was higher in
comparison with the previous show.  It’s hard
to say for sure what caused this, but we’d like
to venture a few educated guesses:

FIRST OF ALL:  The Products.  We broke our
personal record for the total number of new
products introduced (9) and the number of total
products displayed in our booth (over 100),
which is consistent with this year’s theme “PIKE
has it all”.  This year we introduced an Absolute
Reflectance Accessory, Skin Analyzer, Mid-IR
Integrating Sphere w/ built-in MCT Detector,
Automated NIR microtitre plate transmission
system, NIR IntegratIR rotating cup accessory
and a number of additions to the MIRacle™single
reflection HATR system including:

Secondly:  The PIKE team.  Throughout the
Pittcon week, no less than ten individuals from
the PIKE team were in attendance and available
to provide information to our visitors on PIKE
products and services.  The group included
Dennis Shanks (11th year) and Dave Engerman
(9th year), along with Pittcon rookies, Ryan
Shiroma, Shawn Gardner and Michael Ammon.
How were we able to get so many people to
Pittcon?  Could it have something to do with the
fact that it was 85 degrees F in Orlando and
freezing in Wisconsin?

Third is a charm:  All the Free Give-aways.
The PIKE freebees, consistent with the Orlando
theme, were a huge hit, from beach balls and
sunglasses to golf balls and tees.  The phrase
“visit early and visit often” applied to many of
our visitors this year.

Last, but not least: – The booth location. Again
this year, PIKE’s exhibit was in the heart of
“Spectroscopy Central” with eight other “pro-
customer” companies dedicated to providing you
with spectroscopy solutions.

• The new Viewer Clamping system
supplying 7x magnification of the sample.

• The new Rotating Pressure Clamp, which
not only swings to the side for ease of
crystal cleaning, but rotates up for
ensuring proper pressure tip cleaning.

• The KRS-5 / Diamond single reflection
HATR crystal to reach down below 650
cm-1.

• The new multi-reflection HATR plate to
enable your MIRacle to achieve up to 7
sample reflections.

• Backward compatibility – all you current
MIRacle™users – these new options are
now available to you!!!

• Price! Price! Price!  - as always, the PIKE
MIRacle™offers ultimate flexibility and
performance at the lowest cost.  In fact,
the MIRacle™prices today are within 5%
of where they were 4 years ago.

This arrangement allows us to stay close to the
“main path“, saving your time, effort, and shoe
soles.

Well, regardless of your reasons, we want to
express our sincere thanks for the time you
took to visit with us.  For first time visitors, it
was great to meet you and for our repeat
customers, we enjoyed seeing you again. We
learned a lot about your application needs  and
hopefully provided you with some answers and
sampling ideas.

If you have any additional questions, need part
numbers or prices for our new products, please
call us at 608-274-2721 (or drop an e-mail at
sales@piketech.com).   And please look for us
again at the EAS Show in Somerset, New Jersey
in November 2003. Otherwise, the Windy City
of Chicago for Pittcon 2004 will work (Don’t
count on it being 85 degrees).
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Determination of Alcohol Content of
Distilled Liquors and Wines

One practical note to users of polarizers:
Polarizers are plane optical elements and thus
channeling can occur between the elements.
Fig. 3 shows the difference in crossed polarizer
performance (a) with the two polarizers in close
proximity. The reflected and scattered component
of the light causes channeling compared to (b)
where the polarizers were slightly moved (about
1-2 degrees). Placing the polarizers further apart
also reduces this artifact.

Polarizers are usually mounted in a plastic disc
and placed in a rotatable holder with an angle
scale. This way the angle of the polarizer
orientation can be repositioned with approximately
1 degree repeatability. Motorized polarizers are
available with much better angular accuracy and
precision. The automated polarizers are also very
useful for conducting  long series of experiments
with different angle settings under complete
computer control.

In most FT-IR spectrometers the polarizers are
used in a focused beam, so it is of importance
how well they behave when incident light is not
perpendicular to the plane of the polarizer. In order
to test this we arranged a pair of crossed  ZnSe
polarizers in the beam and took spectra with one
of the polarizers at 0, 10, 20, 30 degrees. The
signal did not change, indicating that the contrast
performance remained unchanged up to 30
degrees.

The polarizers compared above are the most
commonly used ones. As other types of polarizers
with improved performance are becoming
available, they will be added to the options
currently available from PIKE.

The other critical parameter of polarizers, the
contrast, can be measured by crossing two
polarizers and recording the signal.  For efficient
polarizers it is expected that the light level should
be better than 1%, for selected high performance
ones better than 0.5%.  Fig 2 shows a practical
comparison of a few selected polarizers.
Performance values can probably be improved
by using collimated beams and closer to ideal
polarizers for the measurement of the background.

Infrared Polarizers  (Part 2)

Melissa Kopp has left PIKE to a new position and
a new challenge in her career.  We thank Melissa
for all her help over the years and wish her the
best in all her endeavors.

Melissa has
jumped ship.

Shawn Gardner
is a machinist and will
help with design,
construction and
assembly of new
products and special
projects.

Polarizer Special
For a limited time PIKE is dropping the price of our
polarizers.  We are also expanding both our
automated and manual product lines.

Manual Polarizers
090-1000 ZnSe $1950.00
090-1100 KRS-5 (a type) $2850.00
090-1200 KRS-5 (b type) $3200.00
090-1300 CaF2 $2850.00
090-1400 BaF2 $3250.00
090-1500 Ge $3500.00
090-1600 Polyethylene $2400.00
090-1700 Polyester $2400.00

Automated Polarizers
(includes: Controller, AutoPro Software and Motorized Polarizer)
090-2000 ZnSe $4950.00
090-2100 KRS-5 (a type) $5850.00
090-2200 KRS-5 (b type) $6200.00
090-2300 CaF2 $5850.00
090-2400 BaF2 $6250.00
090-2500 Ge $6500.00
090-2600 Polyethylene $5400.00
090-2700 Polyester $5400.00

Pittcon Paper  (Part 2)

PIKE Automated Polarizer Kit

AutoPro
Software

E-mail: ashraf.ismail@mcgill.ca

Comparison of K2 (transmission efficiency for
crossed polarization)

All of the tested polarizers had good contrast
(K1/K2). To demonstrate polarizer trade-off using
different grid spacing and conductivity of the
evaporated wires, KRS-5 polarizer(a) had better
performance than (b) in the long wavelength
region but was slightly outperformed in the short
wavelength by the other polarizer.

KRS-5 holographic polarizer (b)

KRS-5 Holographic polarizer (a)

ZnSe ruled polarizer

CaF2 holographic polarizer
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PIKE has two new employees:

Krista Garcia
will be the first one
to the phones here
and will be doing in-
house sales and
order entry.

Ashraf A. Ismail,2 Robert Cocciardi, and
Jacqueline Sedman

For taxation purposes, alcohol content must be
declared on the labels of all alcoholic beverages
As part of a joint research effort with Thermal-
Lube Inc. (Pointe-Claire, Quebec, Canada) on the
development of FTIR analytical methodology for
the wine industry, we have investigated the
determination of the alcohol content of wines as
well as of distilled liquors by FTIR/SB-ATR
spectroscopy. Commercially available FTIR wine
analyzers are equipped with a narrow-
pathlength transmission cell, and thus samples
having high alcohol and/or sugar content must
be diluted prior to analysis owing to their intense
infrared absorption. The difficulty of injecting
highly viscous samples, such as liqueurs, into a
narrow-pathlength transmission cell also
precludes analysis of these samples without
prior dilution.
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Clearly, this need for quantitative dilution of certain samples is not only inconvenient but also may have
a negative impact on analytical accuracy. Since SB-ATR analysis would be universally applicable to
all types of alcoholic beverages, without any need for dilution, one of the objectives of our research
was to ascertain whether this alternative would provide satisfactory analytical accuracy.

Last PIKE Newsletter !!!

Figure 3. FTIR/SB-ATR spectra of ethanol/water mixtures employed as standards in the development of
a calibration for the prediction of the alcohol content of distilled liquors. Top: 5% ethanol; middle: 20%
ethanol; bottom: 40% ethanol.

Figure 4. Plot of FTIR-predicted alcohol content of 108 wine samples versus values obtained by the
reference method.

Figure 5. Pike flow-through SB-ATR accessory
employed for wine analysis.

Bacardi 40.96% 40.91%
Smirnoff 40.65% 40.54%
Finlandia 40.22% 40.27%
Canadian Club 40.84% 40.75%
Chivas Regal 40.22% 40.28%

Alcohol  content (v/v)
AOAC 982.10               FTIR/SB-ATRBrand

For the analysis of distilled liquors, a set of 22
calibration standards ranging from 0.1 to 75%
(v/v) alcohol was prepared by mixing ethanol and
water. The FTIR/SB-ATR spectra of three of these
standards are presented in Figure 3.

The calibration standards were analyzed by
densitometry to obtain values for their alcohol
content at the reference temperature of 15.56oC,
and a calibration model for the prediction of alcohol
content was obtained by partial-least-squares
(PLS) regression. The calibration model was
validated by comparing the alcohol contents
predicted for several brands of distilled liquors to
values determined by densitometry in accordance
with AOAC Official Method 982.10 [6]. Typical
results are tabulated in Table 1, the overall standard
error of prediction (SEP) for eight different types
of distilled liquors being 0.14% (v/v).

We subsequently developed PLS calibration
models for the determination of various
components in wines by using either wine
samples preanalyzed by HPLC or “synthetic”
wines, comprising ethanol/water mixtures
containing fructose, glucose, glycerol, and
organic acids at the levels present in dry wines.

Figure 4 shows a plot of FTIR-predicted alcohol
content for >100 wine samples versus the
reference values provided by the Société des
alcools du Québec (SAQ), the agency that
regulates the sale of alcohol in the province of

Table 1
Validation of PLS Calibration Model for the
Prediction of Alcohol Content in Distilled Liquors
by FTIR/SB-ATR Spectroscopy

Quebec. The PLS calibration models derived using
either real or “synthetic” wines yielded an SEP of
0.14% (v/v) for this set of >100 validation samples.
Thus, the FTIR/SB-ATR method was shown to
allow for the determination of the alcohol content
of both distilled liquors and wines with a high
degree of accuracy.
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New Products at PITTCON

Universal FTIR Sampling
� Highest throughput 

ATR’s available
� Samples: solids, liquids, pastes, 

films and coated surfaces
� Multiple crystal, 

clamp and pathlength
� Heated and flow-through 

modules

For Unattended Operation
� Transmission wheels – from 1 to 114 Samples
� Diffuse/Specular reflectance – from 1 to 60 Samples
� Motorized variable angle
� AutoPro™ motion 

control software

Difficult Sampling Made Easy
� Get consistent results with powders, rough solids, 

irregular shapes or non-homogenous samples
� High signal-to-noise
� Qualitative and 

quantitative
� Cost effective
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Targeted For Specific Applications
� Thin films on metallic substrates
� Hard disk lube analysis
� Semiconductor materials
� Special coatings

PIKE Technologies, Inc.
2901 Commerce Park Drive
Madison, WI  53719
sales@piketech.com
Fax: 608.274.0103

Call us for details about 
our trade-in deal:
608.274.2721
www.piketech.com

WOW, 

discounts on 

any accessory?

That’s out of 

this world!

Trade-In,Trade-Up!
A great trade-in deal isn’t alien to us. Now you can trade-in any FTIR accessory from 
another manufacturer for great discounts on any of PIKE’s full-line of spectroscopy accessories.

Have you seen our new ad?

Words
S R

BAC M E DL

Using common FTIR terms the solution
for the word puzzle from last issue is:

SPECTROSCOPY
SPECTRA

REFLECTANCE
INTERFEROGRAM
TRANSMITTANCE

WAVENUMBER
INFRARED

IT IS NOT A MIRACLE THAT PIKE SHIPS
ALL ORDERS ON TIME, EVERYTIME.

PPTSREY_SOCO
ETPRS_C
AECFERTNE_C
GERIRTRN_AFEO
CATM_NENSTRTA
MRW_VBAEUN
_IDENRAF

Garden State Convention
Center, Somerset, NJ

Furthermore, with the use of the Pike flow-through
SB-ATR accessory shown in Figure 5, coupled
to an autosampler, automated analysis of 56
samples/hr was achieved, making this method
suitable for routine application.

PIKE would like to thank Jacqueline Sedman,
Robert Cocciardi, and Dr. Ashraf A. Ismail of
McGill University for their efforts in providing
this article for our reader’s to enjoy.
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Pittcon Paper  (Continued)

 IntegratIRTM,
MID - Infrared
Integrating Sphere

Rotating cup
accessory
for NIR IntegratIR

Heated Demountable
Liquid Cell

Skin Analyzer -
out-of-
compartment
accessory

New MIRacleTM

Viewer attachment

MIRacleTM Multi-bounce
HATR plate

MIRacleTM Specular
Reflectance plate

MIRacleTM Rotating high
pressure clamp

Absolute
Reflectance
Accessory

Trade up any old accessories
from another manufacturer to

latest designs from
PIKE Technologies!

November 17-20, 2003
Eastern Analytical Symposium
and Exposition

Last Snail
Mail Issue

Starting with this issue, all copies will be available
in PDF format on  our website.  In addition, anyone
who would like to continue receiving the printed
version can do so by calling, faxing, emailing or
mailing us their request. Our goal is to put less
time and effort into the delivery of the newsletter
and more time into the content.


